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Summary. Poxviruses are among the largest and most complex viruses known.
Vaccinia virus, the prototype of the family Poxviridae, has been studied much
more than myxoma virus.

The aim of this work was to have a better knowledge about myxoma virus
morphogenesis.

The characterization of the main stages of MV morphogenesis was achieved
by ultrastructural and immunological analysis. Specific antibodies were raised
against M022L and M071L, two envelope proteins of extracellular enveloped
virus and intracellular mature virus, respectively. The main stages of assembly
were similar to those seen with other poxviruses, and the duration of the whole
replication cycle was estimated to be around 16 h, longer than what was described
for vaccinia virus. Morphological changes of infected cells were associated with
the development of long cellular projections and enlarged microvilli. Intracellular
enveloped viruses are associated with the cytoskeleton to move through the cell.
Unlike earlier studies, as many cell-associated enveloped viruses as intracellular
enveloped viruses were observed in relation with specialized microvilli, although
these structures were rarely noticed. Finally, an unusual spreading process was
observed, which uses cytoplasmic corridors.

Introduction

The Poxviridae are a large family of complex DNA viruses that replicate in
vertebrate and invertebrate hosts. Their genome is composed of a single linear
double-stranded DNA molecule and encodes its own machinery required for both
replication and transcription. Thereby, they are able to replicate and assemble in
the cytoplasm of host cells. The most notorious member, variola virus, caused
smallpox and consequently had a profound impact on human history. More-
over, vaccinia virus (VACV) was the first animal virus seen microscopically,
grown in tissue culture, accurately titered, physically purified and chemically
analysed [36].
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Among the numerous poxviruses, myxoma virus (MV) is the agent of myx-
omatosis, a highly lethal disease of the European rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus)
[17]. MV has a double-stranded DNA of 162 kbp [6], with a classical poxviral
organisation, the central region encoding essential proteins, and the peripheral
regions encoding nonessential factors that contribute to the modulation of the
host response to infection [38]. Moreover, MV had been used as a vector for
vaccination [2, 4, 34] or immunocontraception [23].

Yet, little is known about the morphogenesis of MV [41, 54, 55] compared
to the extensively studied VACV maturation process [10, 13, 15, 26, 44, 46, 49,
51, 57].

The aim of this study was to have a better knowledge of the MV replication
cycle and morphogenesis. The first part of this work consists of the characterization
of the main stages of MV morphogenesis. This was achieved by using electron
microscopy and positive staining with or without immunogold labelling.

The second part of this study focuses on the morphological modifications of
infected cells during the course of the viral cycle life, and the involvement of
the cytoskeleton by MV for its egress. Indeed, during the infection by MV, the
infected cells showed numerous dramatic morphological modifications.

This study has allowed the determination of the main stages of assembly of
MV during the viral cycle life, which are similar to those seen with VACV, and
to suggests that the cytoskeleton (actin and microtubules) is used by MV for its
egress. We confirm the existence and the importance of a new spreading process,
using cytoplasmic corridors reminiscent of original cellular projections recently
described for the MVA strain of VACV [18].

Materials and methods

Cells and virus

RK13 (rabbit kidney cells) were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM,
Gibco) containing penicillin and streptomycin and 10% fetal calf serum (FCS). Cells were
cultured at 37 ◦C in 5% CO2. Infections were performed using MV strain T1 [5] at a multi-
plicity of infection (m. o. i.) of 8. Cells were kept on ice for 2 h to allow virus adsorption to
the plasma membrane. They were then washed with minimal essential medium and incubated
at 37 ◦C in complete medium with 2% FCS.

Antibodies

Based on the comparison between MV and VACV DNA sequences [6], M071L (H3L VACV
homolog) and M022L (F13L VACV homolog) proteins were chosen as specific antigens for
the IMV and EEV forms, respectively. After PCR amplification, the M022L and M071L
ORFs were cloned in pTrcHis-TOPO plasmids (Invitrogen). Viral proteins were expressed
in E. coli strain Top 10 according to the manufacturer’s instructions, and purified using
affinity HIS-TRAP Chelating HP columns (FPLC AKTA System, Amersham-Pharmacia
Biotech). Then, 12-week-old New Zealand white rabbits were injected subcutaneously three
times with 150 µg of M022L or M071L proteins and bled to give specific immune antis-
era. Hyper immune anti-MV serum was produced by vaccinating and challenging rabbits
with MV.
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Preparation of cells for transmission electron microscopy

Infected and mock-infected cells were prepared for transmission electron microscopy at
0.5, 1, 3, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 30, 36 and 48 h post infection (p.i.). At the indicated times,
they were fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Washington PA.) in
0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) containing 2% tannic acid [39] and 0.003 M CaCl2, for
4 h at 4 ◦C and washed four times in 0.2 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) containing 0.003 M
CaCl2. Then, cells were incubated for 1 h in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) containing
1% OsO4 (SIGMA), washed several times in distilled water, then incubated for 12 h in
2% uranyl acetate and subjected to several washes in distilled water. After dehydration,
monolayers were embedded using an Araldite 502/Embed 812 Kit (Electron Microscopy
Sciences, Washington PA.). Sections were cut parallel to the surface of the dish and stained
with 2% uranyl acetate [28] for 20 min and lead citrate for 10 min before visualization
[42].

Immunogold labelling of thin sections

Cells were infected as described above and then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde-0.1%
glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) for 30 min at 4 ◦C. Cells were then scraped
from the dish, collected by centrifugation (400 × g), overlaid with additional fixative, washed
four times with 0.2 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), and subjected to graded dehydration and
embedded in LR White resin (medium Grade acrylic resin, Agar Scientific), which had been
cured at 50 ◦C for 24 h.

Sections were collected on 200 mesh-gold grids. EEVs as first antigen were labelled
on the upper side by rabbit anti-M022L antibody (diluted 1/50) and IMV as second anti-
gen on the lower side of the section by rabbit anti-M071L antibody (diluted 1/50). The
labelling procedure was as follows: sections were incubated with ammonium chloride (0.05 M,
pH 7.8) for 10 min at room temperature (RT), blocked with 0.1% BSA-5% NGS-0.2%
Tween 20 in PBS (pH 7.4) for 15 min at RT prior to being incubated for 12 h at 4 ◦C
with the primary antiserum in blocking solution. The sections were then washed in 0.1%
BSA-PBS three times for 7 min, washed in 0.1% fish skin gelatin in PBS for 5 min, and
incubated for 1 h at RT with 5-nm-diameter gold (M022L) or 10-nm-diameter (M071L)
bead-conjugated goat anti-rabbit immunoglobulin G (BBI). Grids were then washed in PBS,
fixed for 5 min in 1% glutaraldehyde, rinsed with distilled water, and poststained with 2%
uranyl acetate (aqueous) for 20 min. Grids were examined on a HITACHI HU-12A micro-
scope.

Indirect immunofluorescent staining for confocal microscopy

At 20 h p.i., the cells were fixed with cold 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS at RT for 90 min,
rinsed three times with PBS and then permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 15 min
at RT. After washing in PBS, cells were incubated with rabbit anti-MV hyperimmune serum
(diluted 1/500) in 0.05% Tween 20 in PBS for 1 h at 37 ◦C, visualized by Cy-5-conjugated
affiniPure Donkey anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories-Inc)
(diluted 1/200). Tubulin was stained with MAb rat anti-tubulin YL (Serotec UK) (diluted
1/20), which was detected by FITC-conjugated anti-rat IgG (SIGMA) (diluted 1/200).
F-actin was stained with TRITC-phalloı̈din (SIGMA) (diluted 1/200). Cells were analysed
using an OLYMPUS FV 500 confocal laser scanning microscope. Images were collected
and processed using common fluoview software for FV 500 and Adobe Photoshop soft-
ware.
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Results

Characterization of different viral forms and intermediates
on thin sections

Very little information is available concerning the viral life cycle of MV. We hence
decided to use an electron microscopy approach to identify the viral forms and
intermediates. Moreover, immunogold labelling was used as an additional tool for
ultrastructural identification.

At 20 h p.i. many different viral forms and intermediates were directly observed
and easily recognized (not shown): these were crescents, immature virions (IVs),
intracellular mature virions (IMVs), intracellular enveloped virions (IEVs), cell-
associated enveloped virions (CEVs), and extracellular enveloped virions (EEVs).

IMVs were also characterized by immunogold labeling using anti-M071L an-
tibodies. (Fig. 1a). IVs were also labelled, the subviral localization of gold particles
being mostly peripheral (Fig. 1b), just beneath or on the envelope, suggesting that
this protein is added to the viral particle early during virus assembly and remains
on the first envelope. Enveloped virus forms (IEVs, CEVs, EEVs) were un-
equivocally characterized by immunogold labelling using anti-M022L antibodies
(Fig. 1 c–e). Indeed, M022L is a homologue of the vaccinia F13L protein, the
most abundant enveloped virus protein [49]. The morphological identification of
enveloped virus forms was easy and the labelling only confirmed the ultrastructural
recognition.

Double labelling (M071L and M022L) confirmed that enveloped virus forms
consist of an IMV with additional membrane(s) (Fig. 1f, g). In Fig. 1g, the
wrapping membrane cisterna is clearly labelled by anti-M022L. This implies that
this envelope protein is already inserted into the wrapping compartment before
the wrapping of IMVs.

Ultrastructural morphogenesis study of MV during
the replication cycle

In order to measure the duration of the virus life cycle, we determined the main
stages of the assembly of MV by electron microscopy. Rabbit kidney cells (RK13)
were infected with MV strain T1 at a m.o.i. of 8, then harvested at different times
for conventional electron microscopy analysis.

The virus life cycle can be divided into two phases: an early phase (from ad-
sorption to eclipse) and a late phase (post-eclipse stage) where the morphogenetic
structures become obvious.

At 0 h p.i., viral particles were observed in close association with the plasma
membrane (Fig. 2a). Just after adsorption, viral particles penetrated the cell. In
Fig. 2b, a viral particle seems to penetrate the cell, membrane fragments are
obvious at the plasma membrane, and we noticed the continuity between the inner
viral and the plasma membranes. These fragments could correspond to the outer
viral membrane, which could be disrupted during adsorption and/or penetration.
Sometimes, EEVs were surrounded by microvilli, as if phagocytosis had occurred
(Fig. 2c).An invagination of the plasma membrane could also be seen where EEVs
penetrated the cell (Fig. 2d).
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Fig. 1. Immunogold labelling of MV on thin sections. a Localisation of the majority of
labelling (anti-M071L) on the surface of the IMV particles. b Labelling (anti-M071L) of IV
particles (mostly peripheral). c IEV labelled with anti-M022L antibodies (arrows point to outer
viral membranes). d EEV particle labelled with anti-M022L antibodies. e CEV particle la-
belled with anti-M022L antibodies. f Double labelling of an IEV particle: M022L detected by
gold beads of 5 nm (arrow); M071L detected by gold beads of 10 nm (arrowhead). g Labelling

of the wrapping membrane cisterna of the IMV (arrow). Bars, 200 nm (a); 100 nm (b–g)

At 30 min p.i., numerous particles were seen in the cytoplasm. Some of them
lay within a vesicle formed at the cell surface (presumably by invagination). Inside
the vesicle the outer viral membrane was obvious, either intact or partly damaged
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Fig. 2. Adsorption and penetration of MV (0 h p.i.). aAdsorption of three viral particles to the
plasma membrane; Cy cytoplasm; PM plasma membrane. b A viral particle penetrating the
cell. Large arrow: viral membrane fragments. We can see the continuity between the plasma
membrane (PM) and the inner viral membrane (thin arrow). c An EEV particle is being
phagocytosed. d Apparent invagination of the plasma membrane where the viral particle
(EEV) penetrates. In c and d, potassium ferricyanide was used to enhance the cell membrane

[16]. Bars, 100 nm

(Fig. 3a). However, from this time until late stages of morphogenesis, most viruses
were clustered into large vesicles (Fig. 3b, c). Simultaneously, numerous uncoating
figures were noticed (Fig. 3d–f), sometimes near the nuclear envelope (Fig. 3f),
implying that uncoating occured rapidly.

From the beginning of the eclipse phase (3 h p.i.) until 8 h p.i., numerous
myelin-like figures, consisting of concentric multilamellar structures, were seen
(Fig. 3g).

Assembly began with the formation of discrete membranes at 8 h p.i.. Some-
times tangential or oblique sections of portions of the shell clearly showed a
multilaminar membrane (Fig. 4a). Depending on the section, subunits, reminiscent
of spicules, covered the external side of the membrane (Fig. 4b).
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Fig. 3. Early stages of the viral life cycle. a The outer viral membrane is partly damaged
(arrow) inside a vesicle presumably formed at the cell surface (30 min p.i.). b Most viruses are
clustered into large cytoplasmic vesicles (Ve) from 30 min p.i. until later stages of infection
(Nu nucleus). At a higher magnification c numerous electron-dense viral particles (30 min
p.i.). d First stage of disassembly where the viral envelope is still distinguishable (30 min
p.i.). e Later stage of uncoating: only the viral core is still apparent (30 min p.i.). f Last stage
of uncoating just before the disappearance of the viral core into the cytoplasm (1 h p.i.).
g Myelin-like figures in the cytoplasm (3 h p.i.). They consist of concentric multilamellar

structures (star). Bars, 100 nm (a); 4 µm (b); 1 µm (c); 200 nm (d–f); 500 nm (g)

The first morphologically distinct structures were crescent-shaped structures
consisting of a membrane with a brush-like border of spicules on the convex
surface and granular material adjacent to the concave side. At the end of these
structures, loops were sometimes obvious (Fig. 4c). Some observations suggest
that there is a continuity between the crescent envelope and long membrane
structures (Fig. 4d). These appeared around electron-dense areas of cytoplasm
called viroplasm foci. Tangential or oblique sections of the crescent revealed the
presence of faint lattice lines (Fig. 4e). Such lattice lines could be a product of
random hexagonal packing of the surface subunits [35, 53]. Numerous vesicular
elements could remain in the vicinity of crescents, sometimes linked to them or
around factories (Fig. 4f). These crescents then developed into spherical immature
virions (IVs), either tightly apposed to the nuclear membrane or surrounded by a
cell compartment (probably the smooth endoplasmic reticulum) (not shown). IVs
had either achieved the condensation of their nucleoid (Fig. 4h), or had just been
penetrated by DNA before sealing (Fig. 4g).
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IVs then matured into brick-shaped particles called intracellular mature virions
(IMVs), following the classical steps of maturation (not shown). At 12 h p.i.,
IMVs were wrapped by a membrane cisterna, either alone (Fig. 5a) or associ-
ated (Fig. 5b), generating intracellular enveloped viruses (IEVs) (Fig. 5e). Some
observations suggest that this wrapping membrane cisterna could be the rough
endoplasmic reticulum (RER) (Fig. 5c), others the Golgi apparatus (Fig. 5d).
Numerous IEVs are stacked near the plasma membrane (Fig. 5f) just before their
release.

Extracellular enveloped viruses (EEVs) are formed when the outer membrane
fuses with the plasma membrane. They were either released from the cell or
retained at the cell surface as cell-associated enveloped viruses (CEVs). From
16 h p.i., electron-dense striated areas of cytoplasm were obvious in factories
near newly formed IVs (Fig. 5g). At a higher magnification, the crystal network
was evident (Fig. 5h), reminiscent of the nucleoid inside the IVs. From 20 h p.i.,
there was a marked increase in the rate of CEV formation. Taken together, these
results suggest that MV morphogenesis follows the classical stages of poxviral
morphogenesis, the MV replication cycle taking place in approximately 16 h
(Table 1). We also confirmed these kinetics by a single-step growth curve analysis
on RK13 cells (data not shown), consistent with growth curves obtained using
other permissive cell cultures [27].

Exit of MV from the cell: specialized microvilli and cytoplasmic corridor

Knowing that cytoskeletal changes occur during the exit of the virus from the cell,
we first studied the relationship between the cytoskeleton and the enveloped virus
forms by transmission electron microscopy.

At 20 h p.i., microtubules were often closely associated with IEVs near the
plasma membrane (Fig. 6a, b), suggesting their role in the intracellular movements
of IEVs. Actin fibers sometimes formed bundles surrounding an IEV, to which
they seemed to be attached (Fig. 6c). An extensive ultrastructural observation
allowed visualizing specialized microvilli, corresponding to actin tails, used for
egress. Either CEVs (Fig. 6d, e) or IEVs (Fig. 6i) were associated with these
microvilli. However, this association was not a frequent event. Sometimes IEVs

�
Fig. 4. Early stages of morphogenesis (8 h p.i.). a Tangential (star) or oblique (arrow) sections
of discrete viral membranes at 8 h p.i.. b Section of the discrete viral membrane reveals external
subunits (arrow). c Crescent-shaped structures (star shows the granular material on the concave
side; arrow shows the loops). d Apparent continuity between the crescent envelope and a long
membranous structure (arrow). e Tangential sections of immature viruses (IVs) reveal faint
lattice lines (large arrow). f Numerous little vesicles remain in the factories, sometimes linked
to crescents (arrows); stars show granular material. g DNA just enters before sealing of the
IV (arrow). h Condensation of nucleoid in the IV (arrow). Bars, 100 nm (a–c, e, g, h); 200 nm
(d); 250 nm (f)
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Fig. 5. Wrapping of IMVs (12 h p.i.) by a membrane cisterna to form IEVs. a Wrapping
of a single IMV particle (arrow: cisterna appearance). b Two particles wrapped together
(arrows: the two membrane profiles). c A wrapping membrane cisterna could be part of the
rough endoplasmic reticulum (star, arrow focuses on the ribosomes). d Two IMV particles are
surrounded by two Golgi cisternae (star, Golgi apparatus). e IEVs in the cytoplasm clearly
show the outer membrane cisterna. f Numerous IEVs near the plasma membrane before
release (PM Plasma Membrane). g Later during infection, some electron-dense striated areas
in the factories (star). h The crystal network, characteristic of the viral DNA, at a higher

magnification. Bars, 100 nm (a–d, f, h); 205 nm (e); 1 µm (g)

clearly labelled by M022L were obvious inside a long cellular projection
(Fig. 6f–h). The projections did not always have a precise direction (Fig. 6f).

We also used confocal microscopy to complete the study of MV spreading. We
did not see the typical actin tails, but frequently observed cytoplasmic projections
connecting several neighbouring cells, delimited by the plasma membrane (red)
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Fig. 6. MV uses the cytoskeleton for its egress (TEM). a An IEV is shown next to a
microtubule (arrow). b A microtubule seems to be linked to the viral particle (arrow). c
IEV particle encompassed by an actin bundle (star). The two membrane profiles (arrow) are
very clear. d A CEV particle at the top of a microvillus. e A CEV particle at the top of a
microvillus (star) which has penetrated a neighbouring cell. f, g An IEV particle labelled
by anti-M022L (magnification, Bar 100 nm) is clearly distinct in the cell projection. h A
transversal section of a microvillus (arrow, Mi, Microvillus) containing an IEV. i An IEV at
the top of a microvillus. The membrane of the microvillus is shown by a large arrow, the
two-membranes profile, which characterizes the IEV particle, is indicated by the thin arrow.

Bars, 250 nm (a, c, e, h); 100 nm (b, g, i); 0.5 µm (d); 1 µm (f)

and containing viruses (blue) (Fig. 7a). No discontinuity was observed between
these cytoplasmic corridors and the cells. We refined these observations using
TEM: late during infection, a few ruffled cellular projections containing viral
particles were seen (Fig. 7b).A cytoplasmic deck was observed between two cells,
which formed a corridor allowing viral particles to progress towards neighbouring
cells (Fig. 7c).

Our observations, generated using different techniques, indicate a close rela-
tionship between IEVs/CEVs, actin, and microtubules, leading to different
spreading processes.
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Fig. 7. MV uses cytoplasmic corridors for its egress. aA cytoplasmic corridor links three cells
(arrows) (confocal microscopy). Blue: viruses in this structure; red: the plasma membrane;
green: microtubules. b Ruffled microvilli containing several viral particles (arrows), which
could correspond to the first stage of the building of this cytoplasmic corridor (TEM). c A
cytoplasmic corridor containing viral particles and linking two cells. d An IEV particle is
clearly observed in this structure (large arrow) and a CEV on the top of it (thin arrow). Bars,

4 µm (a); 0.5 µm (b, d); 3 µm (c)
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Table 1. Schematic comparison between the MV and VACV replication cycles

Stages of Adsorption Penetration Eclipse phase Morphogenesis
viral cycle stages

MV 0 h 30 min p.i.; 3 h–8 h p.i.; from 8 h p.i.; from 12 h p.i.;
viral particles particles in numerous discrete viral IEVs
in close cytoplasmic myelin-like membranes from 16 h p.i.;
association vesicles; figures in the Crescent CEVs and EEVs
with plasma numerous cytoplasm; IVs from 20 h p.i.;
membrane uncoating viral factories IMVs Marked increase

figures of CEVs

VACV viral particles uncoating 20 min–2 h p.i.; from 3 h p.i.; 8 h–12 h p.i.;
in close occurs rapidly viral factories Crescents IEVs, then CEVs
association (few minutes appear at from 4 h p.i.; and EEVs
with plasma after 3 h p.i. IVs
membrane penetration) from 7 h p.i.;

IMVs

Discussion

This article is the first complete report dealing with the morphogenesis and the
egress of a leporipoxvirus, although Tektoff et al. [54] presented one of the first
real ultrastructural observations of MV. The aim of our study was to have a better
knowledge about the morphogenesis and replication cycle of MV. Little is known
about the morphogenesis of MV compared to the extensively studied Vaccinia
virus (VACV) maturation process. Therefore, we systematically compared MV to
VACV, the prototype of the family Poxviridae.

The first part of this work consisted of the recognition and identification of
the viral forms and intermediates by ultrastructural and immunological analysis.
This was completed by a dynamic analysis of the viral cycle.

At 20 h p.i., all of the different viral forms and intermediates were observed.
IMVs and EEVs were characterised by using antibodies against M071L and
M022L, proteins homologous to the VACV envelope proteins H3L and F13L,
respectively [6]. After checking the specificity of the labelling on purified isolated
particles (data not shown), single and double labelling were used on thin sections.
The double labelling allowed enveloped and non-enveloped virus forms to be
distinguished more clearly on the same section.

We focused on the different stages of the viral life cycle. Adsorption could be
determined by the observation of a physical link between viral particles and the cell
surface. The entry process is very fast, therefore rarely visualized. Numerous par-
ticles were seen in the cytoplasm at 30 min p.i.. Some of them lay within a vesicle
formed at the cell surface, presumably by invagination, as previously described for
VACV EEV entry [59]. Particles were clearly surrounded by microvilli reminiscent
of phagocytosis. Sometimes, it seemed that the EEV inner virus membrane and the
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plasma membrane fused, the outer viral membrane remaining at the cell surface.
In fact, the manner in which poxviral particles penetrate the cell is still a matter of
discussion [30]. It has been speculated that actin redistribution induced by IMV
entry is similar to the initial stages of phagocytosis, since IMVs are theoretically
large enough to induce a phagocytic response [32].

The fusion process has been described elsewhere [7, 8, 14]. Although the early
stages of viral entry were very rarely seen, our observations seem to favour en-
docytosis and/or phagocytosis. It should be interesting to study these interactions
more precisely, to modify the experimental methods (high concentration of virus
or spinoculation), and to specifically label IMVs and EEVs [7].

From 1 to 3 h p.i., most viral particles were clustered in large cytoplasmic
vesicles. These were previously considered to be an abortive phenomenon [11]
leading to viral degradation. However, for the inocula used in our studies, the
calculated ratio of infectious particles to non-infectious particles was 1/10, which
is not consistent with a massive degradation of defective viruses. Thus, these
vesicles could result from the engulfment of numerous particles, taken up all at
once by the cell. This phenomenon, known as macropinocytosis, has sometimes
been described for viruses [31, 33, 48] and even more often for bacteria [3,
40, 56]. A fraction of the virions that are internalized into intracellular vesicles
could escape destruction by preventing their delivery to lysosomes. Their survival
within phagosomes would lead to productive infection [33, 40]. This process is in
accordance with the possibility of a silent entry of EEVs [32], thus not triggering
cellular defence mechanisms.

During the eclipse phase, some myelin-like figures have been described. Some
authors have argued for a hypothetical artefact due to the use of tannic acid [39, 47].
We compared our results in the absence or presence (not shown) of tannic acid, and
these characteristic images were observed under both experimental conditions. It
has been proposed that they originate from lipid granules [1], and could represent
a lipid supply for the generation of virus envelopes.

The first newly-formed viral structures appearing at 8 h p.i., were crescent-
shaped structures. They consist of a membrane with a brush-like border of spicules
on the convex surface and granular material adjacent to the concave side [35]. They
appear around electron-dense areas of cytoplasm called viroplasm foci [44]. Then,
the crescents develop into spherical immature virions (IVs) in which condensation
of nucleoid occurs. In MV morphogenesis, the presence of M071L protein was
detected during the early stages of assembly (IVs), suggesting an essential role in
the building of IMVs.

We saw a relationship between crescent and membrane structures, and later,
between IVs and a cell compartment. This is in accordance with Sodeik et al. [51],
who suggested that vaccinia virus membranes are not synthesized de novo, but
derive from the intermediate compartment of the host cell. Since no cell compart-
ment was labelled by anti-M071L antibodies, the nature of the cell membranes
is unclear. The number of membranes surrounding an IMV particle is disputed
[7, 10, 20, 21, 25, 29, 44, 51, 52], and our observations cannot really support a
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particular model. Nevertheless, the numerous observations of little vesicles near
factories and IVs could favour the two-membranes theory. These vesicules have
been observed with mutant VACV that are unable to produce IMVs [57]. Here, the
same accumulation of vesicles was observed with a wild-type MV. In agreement
with previous studies, we can imagine that vesicles could represent a normal event
in the maturation process, a normal intermediate in the biogenesis of viral particles.
These numerous little vesicles could fuse to form a membrane cisterna which
represents the first viral membrane. This cisterna could then collapse and mimic
a “one-membrane-only” profile, corresponding to two tightly apposed bilayers.
Parallel to these observations, we mostly noticed that loops existed at the ends
of crescents or viral membranes: these could correspond to the ends of collapsed
membrane cisternae [51].

From 12 to 16 h post infection, some IMVs became wrapped by a cell compart-
ment, not clearly identified in our study, but probably the RER or Golgi apparatus,
to form IEVs.According to different studies, IMVs are wrapped in a double layer of
membrane derived from either the trans Golgi network (TGN) [46] or endosomes
[58]. At this time point, the cisternae wrapping membrane was clearly labelled
with anti-M022L antibodies before being around the viral particle. This indicates
that M022L protein is associated with this membrane cisterna before wrapping.

At this time, egress happened and proceeded rather by exocytosis. No budding
was observed. IEVs move to the cell surface where the outer membrane fuses with
the plasma membrane, forming CEVs retained at the cell surface, or EEVs released
from the cell [49].

During the later stages of virus morphogenesis we noticed electron-dense
striated areas of cytoplasm thought to be DNA crystalloid. These structures could
be generated in the presence of drugs [22], or with mutants [12], which was not
the case here.

A few long linear ladder structures, presumably of lipidic origin, accumulated
concomitantly (not shown). Their implication in virus morphogenesis is not known
[13].

We decided to use confocal microscopy and TEM to determine if MV ma-
nipulates the cytoskeleton as VACV does (for a review, see [50]). With confocal
microscopy there was no difference in microtubule distribution between infected
and mock-infected cells (data not shown), in accordance with previous observa-
tions by Hollinshead et al. [24]. However, a cytoplasmic deck, containing viral
particles, connected neighbouring cells.The cytoplasmic decks were also observed
by TEM, and a few virions (IEVs), either labelled or not, were running on to infect
neighbouring cells. Specialized microvilli, also named actin tails, were sometimes
observed with either a CEV or an IEV on their tip.

Earlier studies on VACV suggested that both actin and microtubules were
involved in egress [37, 43]. In fact, actin is thought to be responsible for the
formation of specialized microvilli, and only CEVs would be able to give rise to
actin polymerisation [24, 37, 43, 49, 58, 60]. Nevertheless, some authors have
reported that IEVs were also able to cause the polymerisation of actin [9, 45]. It is
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known that in the case of bacteria [19, 56], actin tail polymerisation occurs in the
cytoplasm, and bacteria are pushed towards the cell in a directed manner without
the bacteria being exocytosed.

Our results suggest two processes of infection using cellular projections. One,
abundantly described by many authors, implies an actin-containing microvillus
pushing one virus particle. Another would consist of a large cytoplasmic corridor,
allowing a few virions (IEVs) to migrate and infect neighbouring cells. This
particular cellular projection looks like the philopodium recently specifically
described for the MVA strain of VACV [18]. Indeed, when grown in monolayers,
MVA-infected semi-permissive cells connect themselves to others by using a long
cellular projection.

Perhaps the association between actin and IEVs is only a transient stage before
their release to form CEVs with actin bundle. On the other hand, it may be
another process of cell-to-cell dissemination where IEVs remain in the cytoplasm.
Then the two cell membranes could fuse at the top of the cellular projection or
the cytoplasmic corridor, allowing the virus to penetrate the cell without being
released and exposed to the immune response. Cytoplasmic corridors must be a
frequent phenomenon, since they were more commonly observed in our study
than the classical specialized microvilli by the two methods, TEM and confocal
microscopy.

This study has allowed the different stages of myxoma virus assembly and the
entire viral life cycle (approximately 16 h) to be visualized, and to determine how
virus particles egress. We showed the existence of a unusual spreading process for
MV, i.e. cytoplasmic corridors. In the future, immunogold labelling could help to
elucidate which cell compartments are involved in the wrapping process of IMVs
to form IEVs. Further investigations would permit the identification of the large
cytoplasmic vacuoles containing numerous virions. Finally, it seems that MV,
and more generally poxviruses, share numerous similarities with mycobacteria:
the entry process, the putative capacity to survive within host cells after being
internalized in cytoplasmic vacuoles, and the use of the cytoskeleton for their
egress.
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